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A New Method for Registration-Based
Medical Image Interpolation

David H. Frakes*, Lakshmi P. Dasi, Kerem Pekkan, Hiroumi D. Kitajima, Kartik Sundareswaran,
Ajit P. Yoganathan, and Mark J. T. Smith

Abstract—A new technique is presented for interpolating
between grey-scale images in a medical data set. Registration
between neighboring slices is achieved with a modified control
grid interpolation algorithm that selectively accepts displacement
field updates in a manner optimized for performance. A cubic
interpolator is then applied to pixel intensities correlated by the
displacement fields. Special considerations are made for efficiency,
interpolation quality, and compression in the implementation of
the algorithm. Experimental results show that the new method
achieves good quality, while offering dramatic improvement in
efficiency relative to the best competing method.

Index Terms—Interpolation, reconstruction, registration.

I. INTRODUCTION

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) medical imaging modal-
ities often present acquired data as a set of slices. The

thickness of each slice is usually significantly greater than
the distance between voxel centers within an imaging plane,
resulting in a data set composed of voxels that are anisotropic.
In many applications that deal with 3-D data, it is desirable to
have voxel dimensions that are isotropic or nearly so. These
include multi-planar reconstruction (MPR), maximum intensity
projection, and shaded surface rendering to name a few. Here,
a novel interpolation technique for increasing the out-of-plane
resolution of medical image data sets, analogous to decreasing
slice thickness, is presented. The new methodology performs
well in comparison to other state-of-the-art techniques based
on quality and offers significant advantages in terms of both
computational requirements and ease of implementation in
commercial applications.

Interpolation methods for this type of problem can be gener-
ally classified as being scene-based or object-based [1]. Scene-
based approaches use uniform registration, customarily inter-
polating between intensity values that are correlated based on
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their matrix locations within respective images. This category
includes many well-known methods such as linear, spline, and
truncated sinc function interpolation [2]. Several enhancements
along these lines have also been proposed that make use of more
complex convolution kernels [3], [4]. Scene-based techniques
are efficient and easily implemented, but can produce signifi-
cant artifacts when pixels that occupy the same matrix location
in contiguous images belong to different anatomical structures.

Object-based interpolation techniques exploit informa-
tion contained in the image slices to facilitate more accurate
interpolation. This category can be further subdivided into
interpolators that operate on extracted features or contours
[5]–[9], and ones that operate directly on image intensity values
[10]. In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the latter
category, but also with special cases of the former category that
allow whole-image interpolation, as that is the problem being
addressed. Specific examples include the shape-based method
proposed by Grevera and Udupa [11], the registration-based
method proposed by Penney et al. [12], and a number of optical
flow-based methods [13], [14].

An historical account of proposed solutions indicates that ob-
ject-based methods have long been recognized as superior to
scene-based methods in terms of quality. Nevertheless, most
clinical software products that demand interslice interpolation
still rely on scene-based methods. In particular, most picture
archiving and communication systems (PACS) use either tri-
linear or tricubic interpolation to accomplish MPR. Why is this
the case if clearly superior-quality methods are available? The
answer lies in prohibitive computation time. The computational
expense of interpolation is important in commercial applica-
tions as resources available on client machines vary and the time
required to perform interpolation is often critical. Revisiting
the previous MPR example, the time scale of approximately
7 min reported in [12] for interpolating a single computed to-
mography (CT) image would be unacceptable in today’s PACS
applications.

Since the computational requirements of object-based inter-
polation techniques can vary considerably, a second factor, com-
pression, can affect the overall practicality of an approach. If
interpolation can be carried out by a high-powered machine at
a central location, then the implications of computational ex-
pense become less significant, but storage and transmission is-
sues arise as interpolated data sets contain more images. For ex-
ample, computing an isotropic CT data set can require the addi-
tion of more than 10 slices between each acquired one. Clearly
the storage and transmission of all acquired and interpolated
images, even with state-of-the-art lossless compression tech-
niques, is not a viable option in an environment where storage
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cost and transmission speed are factors. However, data interpo-
lated with the proposed method can inherently be highly com-
pressed, making this technique more practical in the central pro-
cessing scenario.

A new object-based interpolation method based on an im-
proved form of control grid interpolation (CGI) is presented
here. The modified control grid interpolation (MCGI) is an op-
tical-flow-based technique like standard CGI, but incorporates
several improvements. It outperforms previous CGI implemen-
tations in terms of quality, and also performs favorably in com-
parison to other recently proposed object-based methods as the
results to follow indicate. Furthermore, the low computational
expense and high lossless compression associated with the new
technique make it well suited for implementation in commercial
medical imaging applications.

II. METHODS

CGI is a hybrid motion estimation technique that incorporates
features of both block-matching and optical flow. These two un-
derlying approaches will not be presented here but have been
covered extensively in the literature [13], [15], [16]. Like block-
matching, CGI partitions images into subregions. The displace-
ment vectors describing the movement of pixels from one image
to the next are calculated within each subregion using the optical
flow constraint equation

(1)

where represents a grey-scale image and and
indicate the true trajectory of each point within the image

[15]. These displacement vectors are employed to register sim-
ilar anatomical features in adjacent image slices. Interpolation is
then performed between registered pixels. Specifics of the stan-
dard CGI algorithm are detailed in the following section to lay
the foundation for the improved algorithm.

A. Conventional CGI

The conventional CGI implementation first divides an image
into rectangular subregions and assumes that the pixel displace-
ment functions within each region can be written as

(2)

and

(3)

where and are independent basis functions used to
describe the displacement field, and and are
the displacement parameters to be estimated. Equivalently these
displacement equations can be written in vector form as

(4)

and

(5)

where , , , and denote vectors with elements , , , and
, respectively. In this application, the basis functions within

each region can be written explicitly as

(6)

(7)

(8)

and

(9)

where denotes the coordinates of the upper left corner
of a rectangular region and the coordinates of the lower
right corner. It is noteworthy that at each corner of a region only
one of these basis functions is equal to one, while the others
have a value of zero. Function values throughout the region,
which dictate the spatial variation of the displacement field, cor-
respond to a bilinear model. Like the basis function vectors, the
displacement parameter vectors and each have four compo-
nents. The motion model employed in this work is a connected
model, meaning that the parameters associated with a given re-
gion’s corner point are also valid for that point in the other
three regions of which that point is a member. This relationship
between neighboring regions contributes to displacement field
smoothness as local displacements in separate regions are not
totally independent and adjacent regions are guaranteed to be
continuous. Global information is thus incorporated even into
local displacement estimates and the entire resultant displace-
ment field is piecewise smooth and globally continuous as one
would expect given the typically smooth variation of anatomy.

In this formulation, the displacement vector at each pixel is
represented as a linear sum of the previously outlined basis func-
tions, which leads to a quadratic relationship between the ap-
proximate objective function and the model parameters. The
model parameters from (2) and (3), in this case eight of them,
must be estimated within each region of support. To do this ef-
ficiently, the optical flow equation at time is represented
with a first order Taylor series expansion. Making this substitu-
tion, the optical flow brightness constraint

(10)
becomes

(11)
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where again . Thus, (11) provides a discrete-time
approximation of the optical flow constraint equation in (1). Ex-
pressing this equation explicitly in terms of the model parame-
ters from (4) and (5), we obtain

(12)

Equation (12) is assumed to hold for all pixels within . In
order to calculate the optimal displacement model parameters,
the total squared error function

(13)

is minimized. It is important to distinguish between the error
associated with the displacement field in (13), and the error cor-
responding to interpolated values, as the two do not always cor-
relate. In general, the latter is referred to in this text as inter-
polation error and corresponds to the mean squared difference
measure that is defined later as (14). Repeating this process for
each region within an image yields a displacement field that
registers each pixel to some location in the neighboring image.
The process can be repeated for all regions, using the result of
the first pass as a starting point, to decrease the error in (13).
The gain realized for further and further passes in terms of error
reduction is usually small in comparison to the increased com-
putation time, however.

Using one complete displacement field and the image it orig-
inates from, an intermediate image can be reconstructed. Each
discrete location on the intermediate image grid is bounded by
the intersections of four independent displacement vectors with
that intermediate plane. These vectors can be identified easily
by rounding. The pixel intensity at a discrete location in the
intermediate image is determined based on a linear interpola-
tion involving the intensities at the origins and destinations of
the four bounding vectors. There are rare cases when rounding
does not reveal the immediate four bounding vectors, or when
the intersection of a displacement vector with the intermediate
image plane is coincident with a discrete location, but these in-
stances are easy to identify and handle on a case-by-case basis.
For a given image pair there are two displacement fields: one
reflecting pixel displacements from the first image of the pair
to the second, and the other reflecting displacements from the
second image of the pair to the first. The reconstructed images
corresponding to the respective displacement fields are com-
bined in a spatially weighted sum to produce the final interpo-
lated image.

It is noteworthy that unlike some other techniques, the
methodology presented here does not create, as an interme-
diary, a single registration that serves as a bidirectional mapping
between two images [17]. In other words, the displacement
field mapping image A to image B will not be the reverse of the
field mapping image B to image A. Consequently, the regis-
tration component of the proposed algorithm is not symmetric.

Fig. 1. Simple example illustrating the capabilities of connected motion
models in the context of data interpolation. Here, the high intensity region B
disappears during the transition from plane 1 to plane 2. However, since the
displacement field is calculated to minimize (13), the vectors emanating from
B converge and the interpolation errors manifested by the disappearance of
B are less widespread than for a scene-based approach corresponding to zero
value displacement vectors.

However, the interpolation process as a whole is directionally
unbiased. This is because each interslice interpolated image is
formed as a weighted sum of forward and backward approxi-
mations of that image.

The general CGI formulation, the algorithm proposed here,
and the algorithm in [12] that is cited frequently in this work
for comparison purposes, are all registration-based interpola-
tion algorithms. Prior to the actual interpolation phase, a dis-
placement field is determined that links an image to its adjacent
neighbor. Registration-based algorithms rely on two assump-
tions: first that adjacent slices contain similar anatomic features,
and second that the registration algorithm in use is capable of
determining the appropriate geometric transform to link them.
When either of these two assumptions is violated, the advan-
tages of registration-based techniques diminish.

Violation of the first assumption does occur repeatedly when
an anatomical structure disappears from one slice to the next,
or when branching causes a structure to appear very differently
when sampled by adjacent slices. When these cases are present
a good solution to the interpolation problem may not exist. That
is, no interpolation algorithm can provide an accurate solution
when the information required to solve the ambiguity is un-
available. However, when an anatomical feature does disappear
or branch, the displacement vectors from neighboring control
regions can be used effectively to influence the displacement
field in the problematic region so as to minimize the interpola-
tion error that is realized. This ability is an advantage of con-
nected motion models, and is illustrated by the simple example
in Fig. 1. Here, the high-intensity region labeled B disappears
between planes 1 and 2. However, the motion model matches
region A to region D, and region C to region F, in order to mini-
mize error. The result is that the interpolation vectors emanating
from region B converge. In this way, the connected model allows
other displacements within the plane that correspond to strong
matches to influence regions where the correct solution is more
ambiguous given the available information. Similar effects char-
acterize the performance of the algorithm when branching is
present. Since the displacement field typically varies smoothly
for real anatomies, model connection enables more accurate in-
terpolation even in areas where CGI’s optical flow foundation
does not contribute directly to an accurate solution. Violation of
the second assumption, given that the first is upheld, is very in-
frequent as optical flow is capable of characterizing highly com-
plex motion. The lower bound on control point resolution used
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here (i.e., each separated from the next by two pixels) ensures
that this capability is exploited effectively.

B. Modifications

The proposed algorithm differs from traditional CGI imple-
mentations in three primary ways. First, in the modified method
the CGI framework is applied recursively to decimated versions
of the images being analyzed, and displacement field solutions
are retained only when specific criteria are met. Second, dis-
placement vector precision for the modified CGI implementa-
tion is constrained to ensure that the resultant displacement field
solution can be stored efficiently. This constraint leads to high
lossless interpolated slice compression and to decreased compu-
tation. Lastly, multiple image pairs are selectively incorporated
into the interpolation phase to allow higher order interpolation
to be performed, as opposed to linear interpolation, which is
common to most registration-based techniques. Each of these
distinguishing factors will be covered in more detail in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

1) Adaptive Optimization Framework: The standard CGI
formulation has been used to address many problems in the
past [18]–[20]. Typically a large block size is used initially and
progressively smaller block sizes are then used in a static or
adaptive framework to obtain a higher resolution displacement
field. Here, we take a slightly different approach, applying
a static block size to progressively less decimated images to
achieve a similar effect. Decimation is achieved in this appli-
cation with linear block averaging. In practice neither method
produces consistently better quality, but the approach taken
here demands less computation as the gradient calculations
required for each iteration are carried out on the smaller deci-
mated images until the last step. This method is similar to some
multi-grid optical flow techniques that have been proposed
previously, except that the smoothness constraint is imposed by
the motion model rather than with an additional term [15], [21].
Additionally, the block size is never taken down to the single
pixel level as in complete multigrid optical flow approaches,
which involve greater computation.

The primary goal of any interslice interpolation algorithm is
to reconstruct the information between acquired slices as ac-
curately as possible. The more immediate goal of this MCGI
implementation, and any other optimization-based interpolation
technique that makes use of registration, is to optimize a cost
function in order to facilitate accurate interpolation. However,
the cost function [(13) in this case], while strongly related to
interpolation error, is not a true measure of interpolation accu-
racy. Successive iterations of conventional CGI that decrease
the error in (13) do not always increase interpolation accuracy
as measured against ground truth. Evidence of this was ob-
served repeatedly in experimental trials (with ground truth) in-
volving more than 200 data sets, from which empirical trends
were noted. These trends and statistics in turn were used to fur-
ther enhance the performance of the MCGI. Using the displace-
ment field solution for the highly decimated images as a starting
point for the less decimated images often leads to increased in-
terpolation error. Empirically, we have found that if the error
in (13) is not decreased by 50% or more for the first iteration,
better interpolation results are usually obtained by skipping di-
rectly to the last iteration and using a zero displacement field as

the starting point. In such cases, large-scale displacements are
not significantly present and starting with a clean slate to char-
acterize the smaller-scale displacements works best. Likewise
when (13) is decreased by less than 10% for any iteration, it usu-
ally does not contribute to more accurate interpolation, so the
displacement field update is rejected. Again, the 50% iteration
threshold parameter and the 10% termination threshold param-
eter reflect experimental statistics. Each parameter was changed
in 5% increments in the analysis. The iteration parameter was
varied from 10% to 70% and the termination parameter from 0%
to 30%. The average interpolation error values for all of the data
sets were then used to select the best parameter values. Clear
trends in the variation of interpolation error were present.

To substantiate the claim that these modifications to conven-
tional CGI do in fact improve quality, a validation was per-
formed using the data sets presented later in Section III. As op-
posed to following the conventional CGI framework, whereby
all displacement field updates are accepted until (13) no longer
decreases, the modified framework reduced true mean squared
interpolation error by an average of 8.8%. This study was con-
ducted independent of the other algorithmic modifications in
order to demonstrate the effects of this modification alone.

2) Displacement Field Precision Constraint: The selec-
tive acceptance of displacement field updates, in addition to
facilitating higher quality, allows the displacement field to be
calculated more efficiently than with the general framework
since iterations are skipped when the update criteria are not
met. The second modification in the new algorithm, which also
contributes to decreased computation, is the precision limitation
that is imposed on the displacement field. Since displacement
vector values are constrained to integers of absolute value less
than 32 pixels in this implementation, the error minimization
that is performed (a conjugate gradient algorithm) requires
fewer iterations to complete. Furthermore, since each vector
can be represented with 6 bits, efficient representation of the
collective displacement field is ensured. This translates to high
lossless compression for the interpolated slices as they can be
reconstructed from the original slices and displacement fields
alone. The benefits of using integer precision include a simple
compact displacement field representation, more efficient com-
pression, and more efficient processing. However, it should be
noted that with or without the integer constraint, the MCGI
computational requirements are relatively low and manageable
from a practical perspective. A slightly lower interpolation error
can be achieved with subpixel-accurate displacement vectors,
but the displacement field cannot be represented as efficiently.

To demonstrate the effects of the precision constraint, an-
other exercise was performed using the data sets presented later
in Section III. Interpolation was performed both with the pre-
cision constraint imposed and without, i.e., with floating point
precision. On average, imposing the constraint resulted in an
interpolation error increase of 4.3% and a computation time de-
crease of 110.7%. As in the validation performed for the frame-
work modification, this exercise was conducted independent of
other modifications to show only the effects of the precision
constraint. It is interesting to note that increased displacement
vector accuracy does help decrease interpolation error. This is
a well-established expectation in video compression (MPEG)
applications. However, with respect to MCGI the gains from
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Fig. 2. Illustration of CGI modification allowing slices in addition to the
neighboring pair to be incorporated into the interpolation process. Selective
use of this strategy allows the basic interpolator to be upgraded from a linear
to a cubic one. Previous registration-based algorithm have employed only
linear interpolars.

higher precision are much less pronounced. To a large extent,
this is because of the inherent inexactness associated with using
the displacement error in (13), as mentioned earlier. That is, the
higher precision components of the displacement field vectors
that are lost to integer precision may be contributed by, in many
cases, the later iterations of the algorithm that were found to in-
crease interpolation error. As a result, precision related gains in
quality are modest for MCGI. Therefore, it can be attractive to
trade displacement vector precision for gains in computational
efficiency. For this reason, integer precision displacement vec-
tors were used in all subsequent implementations reported in
this paper.

3) Use of Additional Displacement Fields: The last improve-
ment that has been made to the traditional CGI formulation is
the incorporation of adjacent displacement fields into the inter-
polation phase. Adjacent displacement fields can be linked to
use data from slices outside the immediate pair of images when
performing interpolation. For example, this process would in-
volve pixel intensities from images 1–4 when interpolating be-
tween images 2 and 3, as indicated in Fig. 2. Performance gains
are not realized in all cases, so this process is also used selec-
tively. If a prospective additional intensity to be included differs
from the neighboring value it is linked to by more than 20%, the
standard linear interpolation is performed. In these cases, the
best fit for a displacement field is still likely linking somewhat
unrelated anatomical structures, and as such it is beneficial to
use only the pixels in close proximity for interpolating. As with
the other experimental parameters discussed in this section, the
20% threshold was determined through a search based on the
aforementioned database of more than 200 data sets. Again the
average interpolation errors for all of the data sets were used as
selection criteria. The threshold was varied in 5% increments
from 0% to 50% in order to identify the optimal value. When
acceptable pixel intensity variations are present, the standard
linear interpolation involving samples from planes 2 and 3 is
replaced by a piecewise cubic hermite interpolation [22] using
those samples and ones from planes 1–4, all of which have been
linked by the displacement fields.

At the general level, the proposed reconstruction algorithm
is markedly different from virtually all the methods reported
previously by other authors, in that a dense and accurate dis-
placement field is derived within a quadtree structure and dis-
placement vectors are determined efficiently by optimizing a
constrained optical flow cost function. Building on this novel
framework, a number of specific implementation innovations
are introduced. First, the difference between minimizing the dis-
placement error and minimizing the interpolation error is rec-
ognized and exploited by selectively and adaptively retaining
displacement vector information. Displacement vector calcula-
tions are performed within a multiresolution framework, which
improves implementation speed. Along with this an adaptive in-
tegration of multislice prediction is employed to broaden the re-
gion of support over which estimation is performed. The new
algorithm was designed as a complete system and engineered
with computational efficiency (including integer vector repre-
sentation) that is attractive for commercial implementation. The
impact of the new algorithm on interslice reconstruction is made
clear in the next sections. Experimental results show dramatic
improvements over recently proposed registration-based tech-
niques [12], [23], [24].

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Evaluation of the MCGI algorithm was carried out in confor-
mity with the previous evaluations conducted by Grevera and
Udupa [11] and more specifically Penney et al. [12]. That is,
the new method (mcgi) was compared against linear interpo-
lation (lin) as a baseline, and then to a state-of-the-art algo-
rithm from recent literature, in this case registration-based in-
terpolation (reg) [12]. The registration-based algorithm selected
for comparison here has been shown to outperform numerous
other techniques in recent literature within the same evaluation
framework. To help make straightforward comparisons, we have
adopted the evaluation methodology used in [12].

A. Data

Interpolation was performed on four classes of images
that were from two sites (head and chest) and two modalities
[computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR)]
common to the evaluations performed in both [11] and [12].
Each of the four data classes was comprised of four individual
data sets. Example images are provided in Fig. 3 and relevant
imaging parameters are listed in Table I. To facilitate ongoing
research along these lines, these data have been made publicly
available so that future comparisons can be made conveniently.
Details on how to acquire the data are given in the Acknowl-
edgements section.

B. Methods

Each slice within the respective data sets, with the exception
of the first and last, was removed one at a time. The MCGI
algorithm was then applied to produce an interpolated version of
each removed slice. Interpolated slices were compared directly
to the removed slices using two error measures.
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Fig. 3. Examples of medical images included in the interpolation evaluation.
Images are from the (a) CT Chest, (b) MR Chest, (c) CT Head, and (d) MR Head
data sets.

TABLE I
IMAGING PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF

THE FOUR DATA CLASSES USED FOR VALIDATION

1) Mean squared difference (MSD) is expressed as

(14)

where and represent the intensity in
slice at pixel position in the interpolated and removed
slices, respectively. represents the number of inter-
polated slices and the number of pixels in each slice
over which the error measure is summed. The region is
comprised of all pixels within a slice with the exception
of those where data values are not present. The same
region was used to evaluate the different interpolation
techniques in each respective case.

2) Number of sites of disagreement (NSD) is expressed as

(15)

where

(16)

This measure indicates the number of pixels where the dif-
ference between and is greater than a
specified threshold. In keeping with the conventions of the
previous evaluations in [11] and [12], a threshold of 5%

TABLE II
STATISTICAL RELEVANCE MEASURES COMPARING THREE DIFFERENT

INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM BASED ON FOUR CLASSES OF DATA.
DASH INDICATES THAT THE MEASURE WAS NOT STATISTICALLY

SIGNIFICANT (T -TEST p <= 0:05)

of the maximum intensity in the removed slice was used.
The statistical relevance measure used in [11] and [12] was
also employed here to quantify the difference between two
interpolation techniques for a given error measure. For ex-
ample, the statistical relevance between MSD for linear
interpolation, , and that for MCGI, , is

(17)

IV. RESULTS

Table II shows mean statistical relevance values for the two
error measures (MSD and NSD) that compare the three different
interpolators: linear, registration-based, and MCGI. It is note-
worthy that a third measure, largest disagreement (LD), was
used in [11] and [12], but as in those papers the majority of
the LD values here were statistically insignificant. Accordingly,
the authors chose to focus on the two more meaningful met-
rics. The values in Table II represent averages computed from
all of the images comprising each class of image data (CT Head,
CT Chest, MR Head, and MR Chest). A dash in the table in-
dicates that the difference between the interpolation methods
being compared was not statistically significant ( -Test

).
The results in Table II indicate that both the registration-based

technique and MCGI perform better than linear interpolation
based on both error measures for all data classes. Using linear
interpolation as a baseline, the proposed MCGI algorithm per-
forms better than or equivalently to the registration-based tech-
nique for all data classes based on MSD. Using the same base-
line, registration-based interpolation performs better for all data
classes based on NSD. By direct comparison MCGI outper-
forms registration-based interpolation to a statistically signif-
icant degree on three occasions, while the latter technique is
better only in one case. Half of the error measure outcomes for
the direct comparison were statistically insignificant. A visual
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Fig. 4. Coronal MPR views of (a) original MRI data and (b) MCGI interpo-
lated data. Reconstruction process for interpolating these data, following dis-
placement field calculations, required less than 1 min.

TABLE III
CPU TIMES REQUIRED TO INTERPOLATE A SINGLE 320 � 320 PIXEL

CT IMAGE WITH A SLICE THICKNESS OF 5 mm AND PIXEL DIMENSIONS

OF 0.75 �0.75 mm. ALL TIMES WERE EVALUATED ON PC-BASED

SYSTEMS WITH CPU SPEEDS RANGING FROM 1.5–2.0 Ghz

example of a data set reconstructed with MCGI is provided later
in Fig. 4.

Table III lists the CPU time requirements for interpolating
a single image using each of the three interpolation strategies
that were evaluated. While MCGI performs slightly better or
comparably to the algorithm in [12] based on error measures, its
computational efficiency is dramatically better. The processing
time required for MCGI to interpolate a single image is nearly
two orders of magnitude less. Time measures reported here were
quantified using a code profiler (MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick,
MA).

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results presented in the previous section show that in
the majority of statistically significant cases MCGI performed
better than the best reported registration-based method [12]
based on interpolation error. The algorithm also outperformed
previous CGI implementations including [14] based on the
same metric. The dramatic advantage of the proposed method-
ology is speed of execution. Processing times nearly two orders
of magnitude less were observed for the new algorithm as
compared to the benchmark [12], making MCGI attractive for

interslice reconstruction in many scenarios. Furthermore, un-
like the registration-based method [12], MCGI reconstruction
is directionally unbiased. It does not matter whether a stack
of images is interpolated from top to bottom or vice versa;
interpolations will be identical regardless.

The experimental comparisons can be appreciated at a more
insightful level by considering the similarities and differences
between MCGI and the method in [12]. With respect to the
registration phases, the two have several similarities. Both
use grid structures, have a comparable lower bound on grid
resolution (10 mm for [12] versus approximately 7 mm for
the proposed), and make use of intensity derivatives at similar
intervals (0.625 mm at finest stage for [12] versus approxi-
mately 0.75 mm for the proposed). Both also employ forms
of a coarse-to-fine recursive strategy to converge upon more
accurate solutions. Given these common features, one would
expect to see the fairly strong agreement in terms of quality
performance that was observed. One fundamental difference
between the two with respect to registration is the optimization
criterion employed; a normalized mutual information measure
is used in [12] while the proposed technique relies on a varia-
tion of the optical flow equation in conjunction with dynamic
parameters aimed at optimizing interpolation quality. Apart
from the registration phase, distinctive features of the proposed
algorithm are directional symmetry (averaging reconstructions
from both forward and backward predictions increases SNR
and mitigates the effects of outliers), the ability to incorporate
higher order interpolation, and the use of multiple reduced-pre-
cision displacement vectors in the postregistration intensity
interpolation phase.

The most striking difference with respect to MCGI is compu-
tational efficiency. Three specific areas in which the new algo-
rithm gains an advantage are in the iterative registration frame-
work, the optimization routine within the registration phase, and
the postregistration intensity interpolation phase. The specifics
of these components of the proposed algorithm, and the advan-
tages they offer, are covered in detail in Section II. To test the
hypothesis that the aforementioned features were primarily re-
sponsible for the efficiency gains, modifications were made to
the proposed algorithm to implement the mechanics presented
in [12]. Following these modifications, the average execution
time ballooned to 451 s, less than 10% removed from the re-
ported execution time in [12], which validates the significance
of these features with respect to computational efficiency.

Exploiting the inherent lossless compressibility of interpo-
lated images is another potential advantage of MCGI, relevant
for particular applications involving storage or transmission. For
a single uncompressed 512 512 16-bit interpolated image that
demands 524 288 B of space, the displacement fields used to de-
rive it require approximately 36 552 B, assuming that they too
are uncompressed. If multiple slices are to be added between
each original one, no additional displacement fields are required
as compared to adding a single slice. When this is the case, the
effective compression ratio improves dramatically, scaling lin-
early with the additional number of images to be added.

Consider a real-world example involving a data set consisting
of 200 512 512 16-bit CT images that can be losslessly com-
pressed at a ratio of approximately 3:1 with wavelet methods.
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Adding the displacement fields required to interpolate this data
set to isotropy increases the total amount of data by only 8%
after simple arithmetic coding. In this scenario, the only compu-
tation required to build the isotropic data set is the reconstruc-
tion of the interpolated images based on the originals and the
corresponding displacement fields. This process is far less com-
putationally expensive than regenerating the displacement fields
as part of the decompression process. An average of 0.297 s is
required for a 256 256 slice, putting the collective interpola-
tion time into the range of minutes even for very large data sets.
For example, the raw data set shown in Fig. 4(a), consisting of
50 256 256 MR images, was reconstructed to isotropy as in
Fig. 4(b) in approximately 1 min. This magnitude of delay is still
problematic for some applications, but is a drastic improvement
and a step in the right direction. In comparison, the method in
[12] reported processing times that would equate to nearly 6 h
for the interpolation of 50 320 320 pixel CT images. Since no
efficient representation of the interpolated images accompanies
the other techniques evaluated here, the only alternative in this
context would be to store or transmit all of the interpolated slices
with the originals, increasing the total data set size by more than
ten-fold in some cases.

Numerous clinical visualization tools such as MPR, max-
imum intensity projection, and shaded surface rendering
represent 3-D information and perform best when high-quality
isotropic data sets are available. These applications have be-
come common practice in recent years and are often integrated
into standard imaging protocols. The proposed algorithm
can add value to these tools and to others that comprise the
reconstruction to isotropy of multislice data sets. In the past,
these applications have been unable to take advantage of more
advanced interpolation methods due to prohibitive computation
times. The algorithm presented here makes the use of advanced
interpolation in the clinical environment more feasible.

In the proposed MCGI implementation, the modified opti-
mization framework and postregistration interpolation phase
contribute to higher quality and improved efficiency. Con-
straining displacement precision decreases computation with
minimal quality loss and ensures efficient representation of the
displacement field. Lastly, the use of neighboring displacement
fields to enable higher order interpolation leads to better quality.
These improvements contribute to an algorithm that represents
a substantial improvement over previous registration-based
methods and other state-of-the-art techniques aimed at medical
image interpolation.
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